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GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS 

All work, material and equipment shall be of the highest quality.  All woodwork shall be engineered and 
finished to blend pleasantly and uniformly. 

Maintaining the highest standards of quality and construction, careful detail shall be given to the close 
matching of finish, veneers and all component parts. 

WOOD SPECIES:   All wood used in the construction of furniture and casework shall be northern red 
oak and selected from seasoned, kiln-dried materials free from structural imperfections.  The moisture 
content at time of fabrication shall range between 5% to 7%.  All panels to be Hardwood veneer core, 
made up of an odd number of plies, laminated at 90-degree angles.  Lumber panels or Particleboard 
core shall not be acceptable. 
All Hardwood veneer core panels shall be FSC (Forest Stewardship Council) certified with 
veneer cores from sustainable plantations and CARB (California Air Resources Board) 
compliant.  

All veneers shall be premium northern red oak, hardwood veneer, select in color, book matched for a 
consistent over all look and not less than 1/28” in thickness.  No deep reds or dark browns.  No rotary 
cut or peeled veneers shall be used on any surface.  All edges of the veneers shall be glued on a tape 
less splicer.   

To maintain the highest quality, all veneers on charging desk faces shall be  red oak, A-A,  
select for color and Rift Cut,  ¾” thick with red oak edge banding on all   exposed edges. 

1” Nine Ply Hardwood Veneer Core:  Shall be of “A” grade select Northern Red Oak Hardwood 
veneer core and faces, select in color and pattern for a consistent over all look.  No deep reds or dark 
browns will be accepted.  The inner plies will be constructed of 7 plies, cross banded to resist warpage, 
with 2 face plies to make up a total of 9.   
3/4” Seven Ply Hardwood Veneer Core:  Shall be of “A” grade select Northern Red Oak Hardwood 
veneer core and faces, select in color and pattern for a consistent over all look.  No deep reds or dark 
browns will be accepted.  The inner plies will be constructed of 5 plies, cross banded to resist warpage, 
with 2 face plies to make up a total of 7.   
High Pressure Laminate:  Plastic Laminate will be by Wilson Art International .050” thick, bottom side 
laminated with phenolic backer sheet.  High Pressure Laminate is to be of maximum hardness being 
resistant to scratches, marring, fading, staining, etc., and shall comply with performance standards set 
by NEMA. 

Hardware:  In shelving, all hardware will be institutional furniture grade with a black matt powder coat 
finish.   

Door Hinges are to be Grass 9605 VZE, grade 1 institutional. Hinges meet 
ANSI/BHMA requirements and are fully adjustable in all directions.  

Door Pulls are to be 1/4” diameter wire pull, 96mm long with a brushed chrome finish. 

Shelf Supports: are to be twin 1/4" diameter pin polycarbonate plastic clips with a secondary option 

of a  1/4” diameter steel pin 1” long spoon type, with non-marring non-skidding sleeve.    

Drawer Slides Shall be side mounted, 18” full extension, and ball-bearing with a load capacity of 100 
lb. per drawer. 

Keyboard Trays Shall operate on ball bearing slides with reversible mouse tray, covered     
pencil compartment, adjustable keyboard back stop and a contoured wrist support. 

Articulating Keyboard Tray:  To be articulating in a 360 degree range of motion.  Keyboard 
Tray to ¼” Graphite phenolic board with sponge rubber non-slip keyboard pad 19”w x      

12½”d. ergonomically shaped foam palm rest.  Stow able swivel mouse pad that can be  
mounted for either right- or left-hand use 8” x 8 ¼”. Keyboard mounts on unit-track system 17 

¾” long. Spring balance of 10 lbs. of platform weight during height adjustments.   Provides  
5 ¾” of height adjustment with + or – 15 degree tilt adjustment.  Fully retractable. 
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General Specifications MACO MANUFACTURING, INC. 

FINISHING PROCESS:   
Prior to Assembly, all lumber is machine sanded with 120 grit, 180 grit, and 220 grit sand paper.  Flat 
surfaces receive one additional hand sanding with an orbital sander with 220-grit sandpaper.   
Two (2) coats of non-toxic Acrylic Polyester U.V. sealer formulated to 100 percent solids are applied to 
raw wood.  Then all parts travel through a de-burring process to insure the most consistent texture 
possible.  Following, two (2) coats of non-toxic Acrylic Polyester U.V. topcoat formulated to 100 percent 
solids are applied to sealed wood.  All finishes and sealers must be applied by use of a flat-line roller 
coat system to insure the most consistent and environmentally safe finish.  The use of Airless, Air-
Assisted Airless, High-Speed Rotational or HVLP spray system will not be acceptable due to the low 
transfer efficiency and high VOC (Volatile Organic Compound) emissions.  The use of Lacquer, 
Precatalyzed Lacquer, Catalyzed Lacquer, Conversion Varnish or Water based finish will not be 
acceptable. 

U.V. CURABLE TEST 
The purpose of this testing is to find the ability of the finish to withstand substance as well as 
temperature and humidity conditions found under normal conditions. Minimum performance of the finish 
should show no appreciable discoloration and no evidence of blistering, cold checking or other failure. 
Listed below are test results consisting of 3 cc’s chemical or food products placed on the finished 
surface and allowed to stand for a period of 24 hours or otherwise stated. 

AGENT           EFFECT AFTER CLEANING 

VINEGAR         NONE 
LEMON JUICE NONE 
ORANGE JUICE NONE 
GRAPE JUICE NONE 
TOMATO CATSUP NONE 
COFFEE (115 DEG F) NONE 
ALCOHOL (100 PROOF) NONE 
OLIVE OIL NONE 
DETERGENT SOLUTION (1%) * NONE 
MUSTARD NONE 

NOTE: All agents were sponge washed with clear water and dried with a clean cloth. 
*Surface tested only
MARR RESISTANCE- Sliding a nickel across surface with moderate pressure shows slight indentation 
of wood, but no disruption of coating. 
ADHESION TEST- Using a Gardner Cross Hatch Cutter, the film was cut. Applied Scotch masking tape 
pressed on surface where film was cut. No failure occurred. 
COLD CHECK TEST- 10 cycles were passed, and then test was halted. Below steps constitute one 
complete cycle. 
1) Hot Box at 120 deg f for 1 hour.
2) Allow reaching room temperature, about 20 – 30 minutes.
3) Place in freezer at –5 deg for 1 hour.
4) Evaluate for checking and allow reaching room temperature, about 20 to 30 minutes.
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Computer Furniture  MACO MANUFACTURING, INC. 

Panel Base Computer Workstations: 

Base and Back Panels:  End panels are 1” 9-ply, FSC certified, CARB compliant, Hardwood veneer 
core with all four exposed edges banded with Red Oak banding. In base bottom there is one 3” 
grommet and in back panel there are two 3” grommets for ease of wire management and ventilation. 

Glides:  To provide leveling on uneven floors, each end panel is equipped with two adjustable glides, 1-
3/4” diameter. 

Optional Accessories: 

Doors:  Shall be of “A” grade select Northern Red Oak Hardwood veneer core and faces, select  in 
color and pattern for a consistent over all look.  No deep reds or dark browns will be accepted.   
Each hinged door is mounted on steel, nickel plated, inset, self-closing hinges. 

Locks:  National 5-disk tumbler bright nickel finish with like 
keys. 

Three-Position Computer Station 

CT-117 90” wide x 35” deep x 27” high 

CT-118 90” wide x 35” deep x 39” high 

60” Round Computer   Table 

CT-115 60” diameter x 27” high 

CT-116 60” diameter x 39” high 

TE-100 Tops:    All tops are 1” thick consisting of CARB compliant, 45 pound density particle board 
core substrate, laminated with  .050” thick Wilsonart Plastic Laminate, bottom side laminated with 
phenolic backer sheet.  High Pressure Laminate is to be of maximum hardness being resistant to 
scratches, marring, fading, staining, etc., and shall comply with performance standards set by 
NEMA.  Top will be edged with ¼”solid oak external edging, TE-100.  There is to be one 3” 
grommet located over the rear of sub-structure.   

TE-200 Tops:  All tops are 1” thick consisting of CARB compliant, 45 pound density particle board 
core substrate, laminated with  .050” thick Wilsonart Plastic Laminate, bottom side laminated with 
phenolic backer sheet. High Pressure Laminate is to be of maximum hardness being resistant to 
scratches, marring, fading, staining, etc., and shall comply with performance standards set by 
NEMA.  Top will be edged with 3/4” x 1” solid oak external edging with a 1/2” radius top and bottom. 
TE-200.  There is to be one 3” grommet located over the rear of sub-structure.   

TE-250 Tops:  All tops are 1” thick consisting of CARB compliant, 45 pound density particle board 
core substrate, laminated with  .050” thick Wilsonart Plastic Laminate, bottom side laminated with 
phenolic backer sheet.  High Pressure Laminate is to be of maximum hardness being resistant to 
scratches, marring, fading, staining, etc., and shall comply with performance standards set by 
NEMA.  Top will be edged with 3/4” x 1-5/8” solid oak external edging with a half round bull nose 
drop edge design. There is to be one 3” grommet located over the rear of sub-structure.   
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Computer Furniture  MACO MANUFACTURING, INC. 

Hex Center: 

End and Divider Panels: Panels are 1” 9-ply, FSC certified, CARB compliant, Hardwood veneer core 
with all four exposed edges banded with Red Oak banding 

Back Panel:  3/4” 7-ply FSC certified, CARB compliant, Hardwood veneer core with select northern red 
oak veneers on exposed faces.  Back panel shall have a 3” rectangle grommet located underneath the 
work surface allowing for wire passage to chase area. 

Center Cap:  3/4” 7-ply Hardwood veneer core with select northern red oak veneers on exposed faces.  
Designed to enclose the chase area of the unit. 

Storage Shelf:  Each storage shelf is 20” wide at front, tapering to 12” wide in the rear.  Shelf is 12” 
deep.  Shelf shall be 3/4” 7-ply Hardwood veneer core with select northern red oak veneers on exposed 
faces. 

6 Position Hex Center        

CT-114 85” wide x 85” deep x 48” high 

   Worksurfaces adjust from 27” 
   to 39” high 

TE-100 Tops:    All tops are 1” thick consisting of CARB compliant, 45 pound density particle board 
core substrate, laminated with  .050” thick Wilsonart Plastic Laminate, bottom side laminated with 
phenolic backer sheet.  High Pressure Laminate is to be of maximum hardness being resistant to 
scratches, marring, fading, staining, etc., and shall comply with performance standards set by 
NEMA.  Top will be edged with ¼”solid oak external edging, TE-100.  There is to be one 3” 
grommet located over the rear of sub-structure.   

TE-200 Tops:  All tops are 1” thick consisting of CARB compliant, 45 pound density particle board 
core substrate, laminated with  .050” thick Wilsonart Plastic Laminate, bottom side laminated with 
phenolic backer sheet. High Pressure Laminate is to be of maximum hardness being resistant to 
scratches, marring, fading, staining, etc., and shall comply with performance standards set by 
NEMA.  Top will be edged with 3/4” x 1” solid oak external edging with a 1/2” radius top and bottom. 
TE-200.  There is to be one 3” grommet located over the rear of sub-structure.   

TE-250 Tops:  All tops are 1” thick consisting of CARB compliant, 45 pound density particle board 
core substrate, laminated with  .050” thick Wilsonart Plastic Laminate, bottom side laminated with 
phenolic backer sheet.  High Pressure Laminate is to be of maximum hardness being resistant to 
scratches, marring, fading, staining, etc., and shall comply with performance standards set by 
NEMA.  Top will be edged with 3/4” x 1-5/8” solid oak external edging with a half round bull nose 
drop edge design. There is to be one 3” grommet located over the rear of sub-structure.   
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Computer Furniture  MACO MANUFACTURING, INC. 

Adjustable Computer Carrels: 

General Construction:  The modular carrel shall be all panel construction with an over all size of 48” 
wide x 30” deep x 42” high.  Each unit shall consist of one initial unit and any number of additional      
adders. 

 End Panels: Panels are 1” 9-ply, FSC certified, CARB compliant, Hardwood veneer core with all four 
exposed edges banded with Red Oak banding 

Back and Partition Panels:  3/4” 7-ply FSC certified, CARB compliant, Hardwood veneer core with 
select northern red oak veneers on exposed faces. Back panel are recessed from the back edge of the 
top to allow for wire passage to the shelf below. 

Storage Shelf:  Each storage shelf is 46” wide x12” deep.  Shelf is 3/4” 7-ply Hardwood veneer core 
with select northern red oak veneers on exposed faces and edge banded with Red Oak banding. 
The shelf is located 5“above finished floor. 

 Adjustable Computer Carrel 

CT-130 (Initial) 48” wide x 30” deep x 42” high 
CT-131 (Adder) 47” wide x 30” deep x 42” high 

Worksurface heights are adjustable. 

TE-100 Tops:    All tops are 1” thick consisting of CARB compliant, 45 pound density particle board 
core substrate, laminated with  .050” thick Wilsonart Plastic Laminate, bottom side laminated with 
phenolic backer sheet.  High Pressure Laminate is to be of maximum hardness being resistant to 
scratches, marring, fading, staining, etc., and shall comply with performance standards set by 
NEMA.  Top will be edged with ¼”solid oak external edging, TE-100.  There is to be one 3” 
grommet located over the rear of sub-structure.   

TE-200 Tops:  All tops are 1” thick consisting of CARB compliant, 45 pound density particle board 
core substrate, laminated with  .050” thick Wilsonart Plastic Laminate, bottom side laminated with 
phenolic backer sheet. High Pressure Laminate is to be of maximum hardness being resistant to 
scratches, marring, fading, staining, etc., and shall comply with performance standards set by 
NEMA.  Top will be edged with 3/4” x 1” solid oak external edging with a 1/2” radius top and bottom. 
TE-200.  There is to be one 3” grommet located over the rear of sub-structure.   

TE-250 Tops:  All tops are 1” thick consisting of CARB compliant, 45 pound density particle board 
core substrate, laminated with  .050” thick Wilsonart Plastic Laminate, bottom side laminated with 
phenolic backer sheet.  High Pressure Laminate is to be of maximum hardness being resistant to 
scratches, marring, fading, staining, etc., and shall comply with performance standards set by 
NEMA.  Top will be edged with 3/4” x 1-5/8” solid oak external edging with a half round bull nose 
drop edge design. There is to be one 3” grommet located over the rear of sub-structure.   
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Computer Furniture  MACO MANUFACTURING, INC. 

Computer Carrels With Wire Chase: 

General Construction:  The modular carrel shall be all panel construction with an overall size of 36” or 
72”wide x 30” deep x 38” high.  Each unit shall consist of one initial unit and any number of additional      
adders. 

 End Panels: Panels are 1” 9-ply, FSC certified, CARB compliant, Hardwood veneer core with all four 
exposed edges banded with Red Oak banding. 

Back, Door and Chase Panels:  3/4” 7-ply FSC certified, CARB compliant, Hardwood veneer core with 
select northern red oak veneers on exposed faces.  

Wire Chase:  3/4” 7-ply Hardwood veneer core with select northern red oak veneers on exposed faces.  
Wire chase shall run the length and height of the unit. 

Doors:  “A” grade select Northern Red Oak Hardwood veneer core and faces, select in color and 
pattern for a consistent over all look.  No deep reds or dark browns will be accepted.  Each hinged 
door is mounted on steel, nickel-plated, inset, self-closing hinges. 

Wire Chase Computer Carrel 

CTSV-361 (Initial) 36” wide x 30” deep x 38” high 
CTSV-362 (Adder) 35” wide x 30” deep x 38” high 

. 
CTSV-721 (Initial) 72” wide x 30” deep x 38” high 
CTSV-722 (Adder) 71” wide x 30” deep x 38” high 

TE-100 Tops:    All tops are 1” thick consisting of CARB compliant, 45 pound density particle board 
core substrate, laminated with  .050” thick Wilsonart Plastic Laminate, bottom side laminated with 
phenolic backer sheet.  High Pressure Laminate is to be of maximum hardness being resistant to 
scratches, marring, fading, staining, etc., and shall comply with performance standards set by 
NEMA.  Top will be edged with ¼”solid oak external edging, TE-100.  There is to be one 3” 
grommet located over the rear of sub-structure.   

TE-200 Tops:  All tops are 1” thick consisting of CARB compliant, 45 pound density particle board 
core substrate, laminated with  .050” thick Wilsonart Plastic Laminate, bottom side laminated with 
phenolic backer sheet. High Pressure Laminate is to be of maximum hardness being resistant to 
scratches, marring, fading, staining, etc., and shall comply with performance standards set by 
NEMA.  Top will be edged with 3/4” x 1” solid oak external edging with a 1/2” radius top and bottom. 
TE-200.  There is to be one 3” grommet located over the rear of sub-structure.   

TE-250 Tops:  All tops are 1” thick consisting of CARB compliant, 45 pound density particle board 
core substrate, laminated with  .050” thick Wilsonart Plastic Laminate, bottom side laminated with 
phenolic backer sheet.  High Pressure Laminate is to be of maximum hardness being resistant to 
scratches, marring, fading, staining, etc., and shall comply with performance standards set by 
NEMA.  Top will be edged with 3/4” x 1-5/8” solid oak external edging with a half round bull nose 
drop edge design. There is to be one 3” grommet located over the rear of sub-structure.   
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Computer Furniture  MACO MANUFACTURING, INC. 

Sloped End Computer Tables With Wire Chase: 

General Construction:  Tables shall be all panel construction with an over all size of 36” or 72”wide x 
36” deep x 36” high, with 29” high work surfaces.  The Single Station Standing Unit will be 30" wide x 
36" deep x 45" high. 

 End Panels:  Panels are 1” 9-ply, FSC certified, CARB compliant, Hardwood veneer core with all four 
exposed edges banded with Red Oak banding. 

Back, Door and Chase Panels: 3/4” 7-ply FSC certified, CARB compliant, Hardwood veneer core with 
select northern red oak veneers on exposed faces.  

Wire Chase:  3/4” 7-ply Hardwood veneer core with select northern red oak veneers on exposed faces.  
Wire chase shall run the length and height of the unit. 

Doors:  “A” grade select Northern Red Oak Hardwood veneer core and faces, select in color and 
pattern for a consistent over all look.  No deep reds or dark browns will be accepted. Each hinged 
door is mounted on steel, nickel-plated, inset, self-closing hinges. 

Sloped End Computer Tables 

CTS-3636 36” wide x 36” deep x 36” high 

CTS-3045 30” wide x 36” deep x 45” high 
. 
CTS-7236 72” wide x 36” deep x 36” high 

TE-100 Tops:    All tops are 1” thick consisting of CARB compliant, 45 pound density particle board 
core substrate, laminated with  .050” thick Wilsonart Plastic Laminate, bottom side laminated with 
phenolic backer sheet.  High Pressure Laminate is to be of maximum hardness being resistant to 
scratches, marring, fading, staining, etc., and shall comply with performance standards set by 
NEMA.  Top will be edged with ¼”solid oak external edging, TE-100.  There is to be one 3” 
grommet located over the rear of sub-structure.   

TE-200 Tops:  All tops are 1” thick consisting of CARB compliant, 45 pound density particle board 
core substrate, laminated with  .050” thick Wilsonart Plastic Laminate, bottom side laminated with 
phenolic backer sheet. High Pressure Laminate is to be of maximum hardness being resistant to 
scratches, marring, fading, staining, etc., and shall comply with performance standards set by 
NEMA.  Top will be edged with 3/4” x 1” solid oak external edging with a 1/2” radius top and bottom. 
TE-200.  There is to be one 3” grommet located over the rear of sub-structure.   

TE-250 Tops:  All tops are 1” thick consisting of CARB compliant, 45 pound density particle board 
core substrate, laminated with  .050” thick Wilsonart Plastic Laminate, bottom side laminated with 
phenolic backer sheet.  High Pressure Laminate is to be of maximum hardness being resistant to 
scratches, marring, fading, staining, etc., and shall comply with performance standards set by 
NEMA.  Top will be edged with 3/4” x 1-5/8” solid oak external edging with a half round bull nose 
drop edge design. There is to be one 3” grommet located over the rear of sub-structure.   
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Computer Furniture  MACO MANUFACTURING, INC. 

Security Chase Computer Station: 

End Panels:  3/4” 7-ply FSC certified, CARB compliant, Hardwood veneer core with select northern red 
oak veneers on exposed faces.  

Wire Chase:  3/4” 7-ply FSC certified, CARB compliant, Hardwood veneer core with select northern red 
oak veneers on exposed faces.  
Wire chase shall be 12” wide and run the length and height of the unit. 

Doors:  “A” grade select Northern Red Oak Hardwood veneer core and faces, select in color and 
pattern for a consistent over all look.  No deep reds or dark browns will be accepted. Each hinged 
door is mounted on steel, nickel plated, inset, self-closing hinges. 

Security Chase Computer Station 

CT-1327 

CT-1337 

CT-1326 

CT-1336 

72” wide x 60” deep x 39” high 

72” wide x 60” deep x 27” high 

60” wide x 60” deep x 39” high 

60”  wide x  60” deep  x  27” high 

TE-100 Tops:    All tops are 1” thick consisting of CARB compliant, 45 pound density particle board 
core substrate, laminated with  .050” thick Wilsonart Plastic Laminate, bottom side laminated with 
phenolic backer sheet.  High Pressure Laminate is to be of maximum hardness being resistant to 
scratches, marring, fading, staining, etc., and shall comply with performance standards set by 
NEMA.  Top will be edged with ¼”solid oak external edging, TE-100.  There is to be one 3” 
grommet located over the rear of sub-structure.   

TE-200 Tops:  All tops are 1” thick consisting of CARB compliant, 45 pound density particle board 
core substrate, laminated with  .050” thick Wilsonart Plastic Laminate, bottom side laminated with 
phenolic backer sheet. High Pressure Laminate is to be of maximum hardness being resistant to 
scratches, marring, fading, staining, etc., and shall comply with performance standards set by 
NEMA.  Top will be edged with 3/4” x 1” solid oak external edging with a 1/2” radius top and bottom. 
TE-200.  There is to be one 3” grommet located over the rear of sub-structure.   

TE-250 Tops:  All tops are 1” thick consisting of CARB compliant, 45 pound density particle board 
core substrate, laminated with  .050” thick Wilsonart Plastic Laminate, bottom side laminated with 
phenolic backer sheet.  High Pressure Laminate is to be of maximum hardness being resistant to 
scratches, marring, fading, staining, etc., and shall comply with performance standards set by 
NEMA.  Top will be edged with 3/4” x 1-5/8” solid oak external edging with a half round bull nose 
drop edge design. There is to be one 3” grommet located over the rear of sub-structure.   
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Computer Furniture  MACO MANUFACTURING, INC. 

Computer Stands 

Computer Stand with fixed keyboard shelf and printer shelf 

CTR-134  30-1/2” wide x 24” deep x 60” high 

Constructed of 1” 9-ply Hardwood veneer core with 
radiused corners all exposed edges are banded with Red 
Oak banding.  High pressure laminate monitor shelf and 
bottom shelf are recessed 2 “ for wire management.  The 
high pressure laminate, radiused fixed keyboard shelf 
extends 7” beyond the end panels.  There is 23 1/2” 
between the bottom shelf and work surface for CPU 
storage. 

Optional locks may be added 

Computer Stand with fixed keyboard shelf 

CTR-135 30-1/2” wide x 24” deep x 44” high 

Constructed of 1” 9-ply Hardwood veneer core with 
radiused corners all exposed edges banded with Red 
Oak banding. High pressure laminate monitor shelf and 
bottom shelf are recessed 2 “ for wire management.  The 
high-pressure laminate, radiused fixed keyboard shelf 
extends 7” beyond the end panels.  There is 23 1/2” 
between the bottom shelf and work surface for CPU 
storage. There is 16 1/2” between monitor shelf and 
printer shelf. 

Optional locks may be added 

On-Line Computer Stand 

CT-119 23” wide x 16” deep x 40” high 

Construction is of 1” 9-ply Hardwood veneer core 
with all four exposed edges banded with Red Oak 
banding.  Monitor shelf is 1” high-pressure 
laminate. The pull out keyboard shelf is mounted on 
slides, with a stop in the open position.   
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Computer Furniture  MACO MANUFACTURING, INC. 

Computer Desk 

 CT-110  60” wide x 30” deep x 30” high 
   (29” high work surface) 
End Panels are 1” 9-ply, FSC certified, CARB compliant, Hardwood veneer 
core with all four exposed edges banded with Red Oak banding. 
Tops are 1” thick consisting of CARB compliant, 45 pound density particle 
board core substrate, laminated with  .050” thick Wilsonart Plastic 
Laminate, bottom side laminated with phenolic backer sheet.  Top is 
recessed 2" for wire management.  Two pull out keyboard trays are 
mounted on slides with a stop in the open position.  The back panel is 7-ply 
red oak Hardwood veneer core, A-A, select for color and Rift Cut, ¾” thick 
with red oak edge banding on all exposed edges. 
This desk includes “J” mold wire management on inside of back panel.  A 
3/4” thick, center top support panel is provided, machined and edge 
banded.  

Recessed Monitor Desk 

   CT-272 
   72w x 37d x 30h 

Ends and Backs are 1” 9-ply, FSC certified, CARB compliant, Hardwood 
veneer core with all four exposed edges banded with Red Oak banding. 
 The ends and backs have no less than eight (8) ¼” hardwood fluted dowels 
evenly spaced for joinery.  The tabletop is 1” thick consisting of CARB 
compliant, 45 pound density particle board core substrate, laminated 
with  .050” thick Wilsonart Plastic Laminate, bottom side laminated with 
phenolic backer sheet. High Pressure Laminate is of maximum hardness, 
resistant to scratches, marring, fading, staining, etc., and in compliance with 
performance standards set by NEMA.  Top is edged with ¼” solid oak 
external edge banding.  Three (3) grommets will be located in the top for 
printer or other peripheral equipment. The glass is ¼” tempered smoked with 
sanded edges.  There is a fully ventilated center CPU housing with 
concealed wire access and management.  The CPU housing is 1” 9-ply 
Hardwood veneer core Red oak, plain sliced,  A-2 grade.  Monitor shelves 
are constructed of ¾” 7-ply Hardwood veneer core Red oak, plain sliced,  
A-2 grade.  Monitor shelves are adjustable in height with full back support.  
Monitor shelves swivel to provide correct ergonomic positioning for viewing 
comfort.   
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Computer Furniture  MACO MANUFACTURING, INC.  

Computer Tables: 

Legs are 2-¼” square one piece (Non-Laminated) solid Northern Red Oak to maintain color 
consistency.  The bottom of each leg shall have a 1/2” radius on all four edges.  Each leg shall be 
equipped with a 1-½” diameter adjustable glides.  A  4-½” x 4-½” x ¼” thick cold rolled steel plate is 
attached to top of leg using two #12 x 2” long screws.  The plate is then mounted to the underside of 
the top using four 5/16” x 1” machine bolts at plate corners into metal inserts in table top.  In addition, 
all legs are machined to receive a ¼” hanger bolt which passes through a metal corner bracket and 
fastens with a ¼” nut and lock washer.  All tables receive a ¾” x 2-5/8” solid Northern Red Oak table 
apron which is machined to receive a metal corner plate thereby “locking” the legs to the aprons and 
eliminating wobbling or racking. #6 x 1-¼” wood screws attach the apron to the table top at no less than 
ten (10) locations around the inside of the apron. 

Monitor Rail:  The monitor rail shall be 3/4” 7-ply Hardwood core.  The end rails shall be 6” high x 14” 
long and the rear apron shall run the length of the unit. 

Height:  29” Middle & High school, 27” Elementary, 25” Young Children. 

TE-100 Tops:    All tops are 1” thick consisting of CARB compliant, 45 pound density particle board 
core substrate, laminated with  .050” thick Wilsonart Plastic Laminate, bottom side laminated with 
phenolic backer sheet.  High Pressure Laminate is to be of maximum hardness being resistant to 
scratches, marring, fading, staining, etc., and shall comply with performance standards set by 
NEMA.  Top will be edged with ¼”solid oak external edging, TE-100.  There is to be one 3” 
grommet located over the rear of sub-structure.   

TE-200 Tops:  All tops are 1” thick consisting of CARB compliant, 45 pound density particle board 
core substrate, laminated with  .050” thick Wilsonart Plastic Laminate, bottom side laminated with 
phenolic backer sheet. High Pressure Laminate is to be of maximum hardness being resistant to 
scratches, marring, fading, staining, etc., and shall comply with performance standards set by 
NEMA.  Top will be edged with 3/4” x 1” solid oak external edging with a 1/2” radius top and bottom. 
TE-200.  There is to be one 3” grommet located over the rear of sub-structure.   

TE-250 Tops:  All tops are 1” thick consisting of CARB compliant, 45 pound density particle board 
core substrate, laminated with  .050” thick Wilsonart Plastic Laminate, bottom side laminated with 
phenolic backer sheet.  High Pressure Laminate is to be of maximum hardness being resistant to 
scratches, marring, fading, staining, etc., and shall comply with performance standards set by 
NEMA.  Top will be edged with 3/4” x 1-5/8” solid oak external edging with a half round bull nose 
drop edge design. There is to be one 3” grommet located over the rear of sub-structure.   
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Computer Furniture  MACO MANUFACTURING, INC. 

Computer Tables 

CT-123 60” wide x 30” deep x 27” high 

CT-124 60” wide x 30” deep x 39” high 

CT-125 72” wide x 30” deep x 27” high 

CT-126 72” wide x 30” deep x 39” high 

Computer Tables- Raceway Leg 

CTL-123 60” wide x 30” deep x 27” high       

CTL-124 60” wide x 30” deep x 39” high 

Computer Tables- T Leg 

CTT-123 60” wide x 30” deep x 27” high       

CTT-124 60” wide x 30” deep x 39” high 

CTT-125 72” wide x 30” deep x 27” high 

CTT-126 72” wide x 30” deep x 39” high 

Computer Tables- Floating Leg 

CTF-123 60” wide x 30” deep x 27” high       

CTF-124 60” wide x 30” deep x 39” high 

CTF-125 72” wide x 30” deep x 27” high 

CTF-126 72” wide x 30” deep x 39” high 
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Computer Accessories  
3” Rectangle Grommet 
Model # RG3 3” Rectangle grommet with two piece 

    top, will be factory installed. 

Lap Top Power  
Grommet with Data 
LTPPCS8 Flush mount communications 

  grommet with 2 electrical and  
  6 data modules. 6’ cord included. 

Surge Protector 
SP150 
UL-listed and factory tested.  Unit shall have 6 grounding outlets and 6’ heavy duty cord and surge 
protector. Built in circuit breaker protects against overload.   

“J” Mold Channel 
WM-2 “J” Mold is 6” less than width of unit. 

 The overall size is  2-1/2” x 2-1/2”. 
 Black only 

Standard Keyboard Tray 
 ACC-112 Shall operate on ball bearing slides with reversible mouse tray, covered pencil com- 
             partment, adjustable keyboard back stop and a contoured wrist support. 

Articulating  Keyboard Tray 
ACC-113. To be articulating in a 360 degree range of motion.  Keyboard tray is ¼” Graphite phenolic 
board with sponge rubber non-slip keyboard pad 19”w x 12 ½”d. Ergonomically shaped foam palm rest.  
Stowable swivel mouse pad that can be mounted for either right- or left-hand use 8” x 8 ¼”.  Mounts on 
uni-track system 17 ¾” long. Spring balance of 10 lbs. of platform weight during height adjustments.   
Provides 5 ¾” of height adjustment with + or – 15 degree tilt adjustment.  Fully retractable. 
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Display Furniture  MACO MANUFACTURING, INC.  

Display Shelf Unit 
42” 
DSR-2042 
Radiused End panels are 1” 9 ply Hardwood veneer core with all four exposed edges 
banded with Red Oak banding.  3 adjustable shelves are 1” 9-ply Hardwood veneer 
core. Unit overall dimensions 21-5/8” wide x 18” deep x 42”.  This unit allows books to 
be displayed on a angle for easy viewing.  

Display Shelf Unit 
60” 
DSR-2060 
Radiused End panels are 1” 9 ply Hardwood veneer core with all four exposed edges 
banded with Red Oak banding.  5 adjustable shelves are 1” 9-ply Hardwood veneer 
core. Unit overall dimensions 21-5/8” wide x 18” deep x 60”.  This unit allows books to 
be displayed on a angle for easy viewing. 

Face Out Shelf 
FOR-2042 
Radiused End panels are 1” 9-ply Hardwood veneer core with all four exposed 
edges banded with Red Oak banding. Five (5) magazine shelf slots constructed with 
¾” Hardwood veneer core. Unit is 21-5/8” wide, 18” deep, and 42” high. This unit 
displays books facing out for better response and circulation. 

Angled Display Shelf 
DS-3658I 
(Starter) 
Ends and Shelves are 1” 9-ply “A” grade select  Hardwood veneer core . 
Partitions are 3/4” 7-ply veneer core.  All four exposed edges are banded 
with 3mm Red oak. All shelves are 7-1/4” wide.  Each section is 36-¼” 
center to center.  Shelves sit at a 10 degree angle to allow easy visibility.  
Backs are 1/2” thick red oak veneer core; 1/4” thick hardboard or plywood 
shall be unacceptable.  Parts will be milled for assembly in long runs of 
continuous shelving. 

Starter & Adder Pictured 
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Display Furniture  MACO MANUFACTURING, INC.  

Revolving Magazine Display 
23” wide x 23” deep x 60” high 
RMD-2360 
Top and bottom panels are 1” 9 ply Hardwood veneer core, edge is 
banded with Red Oak banding. 20 pockets are provided with clear acrylic 
faces. Five sided unit will rotate 360 degrees on heavy duty “lazy-susan” 
ball bearing swivel.  

Revolving Book Spinner 
24” wide x 24” deep x 60” high 
RBS-2460 
Constructed of ¾” 7ply Hardwood veneer core,radiused on all corners and 
edge banded with Red Oak banding. 16 compartments are provided with 
integral book ends. Four sided unit will rotate 360 degrees on heavy duty 
“lazy-susan” ball bearing swivel.  

Book Display Table 
42” wide x 30” deep x 29” high 
BDT-2430 
Panel ends are constructed of 1” 9ply Hardwood veneer core, radiused on 
top corners and edge banded with Red Oak banding. The book display 
shelves are constructed of ¾” 7 ply hardwood plywood with a ¾” solid oak 
lumber book rest. A cork display board is provided on both sides of the unit 
and is fully enclosed with ¾” x 2” solid oak lumber. A 1” 9 ply hardwood 
plywood keel is provided on both sides of the table for additional support.  

Octagonal Display 
48” wide x 48” deep x 30” high (without riser) 
OD-4830 
RS-2412 (Riser) - Optional 
End panels are 1” 9 ply Hardwood veneer core with all exposed edges 
banded with Red Oak banding.  4 adjustable shelves are 1” 9-ply 
Hardwood veneer core. Unit overall dimensions 48” wide x 48” deep x 30”.  
4 Red Oak veneer slatwall panels provide for versatile display options.  
Unit tops are 1” 45 pound density particle board with high-pressure 
laminate and TE-200 edges. 
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Display Furniture                     MACO MANUFACTURING, INC. 

Fountain Display 
36” diameter x 57” high  
FD-4830 
End panels are 1” 9 ply Hardwood veneer core with all exposed edges 
banded with Red Oak banding. Unit overall dimensions 36” wide x 36” 
deep x 57”high.  3 levels of tops provide for versatile display options.  
Unit tops are 1” 45 pound density particle board with high-pressure 
laminate and TE-100 edges. 

Mobile Hanging Bag Shelving 
37 ¼” wide x 24 deep x 48 high 
DMHG-2448 

Ends, Tops and Bottoms are 1” 9-ply Hardwood veneer core, red oak, plain 
sliced, A-2 grade with all four exposed edges banded with Red Oak banding. 4” 
casters are fastened to bottom of cabinet with 5/16” carriage bolts, through the 
cabinet bottom for maximum strength. Weight capacity of casters is 300 lbs. 
each. Casters have ball bearing swivel, double roller bearings with split outer 
raceway to allow for easy mobility.  
4 steel rods on adjustable red oak brackets are provided. Hanging Bags are not 
included. 
Tops will be finished with matching high-pressure laminate and have red oak, 
external edging. The bottom face of the top will be routed to receive ¼” back.  
Ends receive 4” high skirt to conceal casters. 

Revolving Book Display 
27” wide x 27” deep x 48 high RBD-2748 
27” wide x 27” deep x 68 high RBD-2768 
Constructed of 1” 9 ply Hardwood veneer core and edge banded with Red 
Oak banding. 4 – 13” wide compartments are provided with 1” 9-ply 
adjustable shelves. Four sided unit will rotate 360 degrees on heavy duty 
“lazy-susan” ball bearing swivel.  

Slat wall Shelving 
SWSF-1248-I   SWSF-1248-A 
SWSF-1260-I   SWSF-1260-A 
SWSF-1272-I   SWSF-1272-A 
SWSF-1284-I   SWSF-1284-A 

All Ends and Partitions are 1” 9-ply, “A” grade select Hardwood 
veneer core and faces, select in color and pattern for a 
consistent over all look. Each section is be 36-¼” center-to-
center, unless otherwise specified. Tops are 1” thick “A” grade 
select veneer, select in color and pattern for a consistent over 
all look.  No deep reds or dark browns will be accepted. A 7/8” x 
3/4” hardwood screw block is applied at each end. Solid oak 
screw block will be drilled for bolting the top to the upright by 
means of ¼”-20 x 3-¼” stove or washer head bolt, end panels 
are fitted with a threaded metal inserts to receive 5/16” x 1” 
machine bolt (metal to metal fastening).  The front fascia board 
is ¾” x 2” solid northern red oak. Tops and uprights are dadoed 
to receive back panels and lock them in place.  Backs are ¼” 
thick red oak veneer plywood. 
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Technical Furniture  MACO MANUFACTURING, INC. 

Atlas Stand 
ASR-602 
Radiused End panels are 1” 9-ply Hardwood veneer core with all four exposed edges 
banded with solid Red Oak .  Five (5) ¾” Hardwood veneer core shelves pull out on 
KV 1300 drawer guides. Sloping top has matching laminate and solid oak book stop.  
Unit is 30” wide x 30” deep x 44” high at front edge of top with 6” drop from back 
edge.  36” Elementary height also available. 

Dictionary Stand 
DSR-601 

Radiused End panels are 1” 9-ply Hardwood veneer core with all four exposed edges 
banded with solid Red Oak .Unit has 2 (two) fixed shelves of ¾” Hardwood veneer 
core, a solid oak book stop, and matching laminated 7-ply Red Oak core sloping top. 
Unit is 24” wide, 16” deep and 44” high at front edge of top with 6” drop from back 
edge.  36” Elementary height also available.  

Magazine Display 
MDR-905 

Radiused End panels are 1” 9-ply Hardwood veneer core with all exposed edges 
banded with solid Red Oak. Unit has five (5) vertical magazine shelf pockets 
constructed of  ¾” Hardwood veneer core. Unit is 48” wide, 16” deep, and 48” high.  

Newspaper Display 
Rack 
NPR-3019 

End panels are 1” 9-ply Hardwood veneer core with all exposed edges banded with 
solid Red Oak .  One (1) fixed shelf of ¾” Hardwood veneer core is provided for past 
issues. Unit has ten hardwood newspaper sticks for maximum display space.  End 
panels slant back for easy viewing.  Unit is 30” wide x 19” deep x 60” high.     
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Technical Furniture  MACO MANUFACTURING, INC. 

Newspaper Acrylic Display 
NPR-3665 

End panels are 1” 9-ply Hardwood veneer core with all exposed edges banded with 
solid Red Oak .  Four (4) fixed shelves of ¾” Hardwood veneer core are provided 
for back issues. Unit has six multi-level shelves with clear acrylic fronts to display 
newspapers.  End panels are radiused and slant back for easy viewing.  Unit is 34” 
wide x 13 1/2” deep x 65” high.   

Table Top Lectern 
TTL-2415 

End panels, back and top are 1” 9-ply Hardwood veneer core with all exposed 
edges banded with solid Red Oak. A solid oak book stop is provided to keep papers 
from sliding off.  Unit is 24” wide x 15” deep x 15” high.   

Floor Lectern 
FLR-1848 

Radiused End panels are 1” 9-ply Hardwood veneer core with all four exposed 
edges banded with solid Red Oak .Unit has 1 (one) adjustable shelf and 1 fixed 
bottom shelf of ¾” Hardwood veneer core, a solid oak book stop, and 9-ply 1” Red 
Oak Hardwood veneer core sloping top. 
 Unit is 22” wide, 18” deep and 48” high at front edge of top with 6” drop from back 
edge.  

Multi-Media Cart 
MMC-824 

End panels are 1” 9-ply Hardwood veneer core with all four exposed edges banded 
with solid Red Oak .Unit has 3 (three) pullout shelves of ¾” Hardwood veneer core, 
a pullout keyboard shelf of ¾” Hardwood veneer core, and 9-ply 1” High pressure 
laminate top. Projector arm and shelf are fully articulating. 
The steel recessed shelf in the top sits at an angle for viewing 
comfort. Locking doors of  ¾” hardwood veneer core are 
provided to secure equipment. The back panel of ¾” veneer 
core is fully removable to allow access to equipment and 
wiring. Heavy duty ball bearing casters provide mobility. 
 Unit is 36” wide, 30” deep and 42” high. 
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Book Trucks MACO MANUFACTURING, INC. 

Sloped Shelf Book Truck 
BTM-S-606 
Mobile book truck has four steel slanted shelves and one flat shelf. Durable all-
steel welded construction and epoxy coated with Putty Beige powder coat finish.  
Six 5-inch diameter, non-marring, rubber ball bearing casters allow for easy 
maneuvering down aisles, as well as side-shifting into confined spaces. Optional 
matching wood end panels can be stained to match the existing library furniture.  
Overall dimensions - 37”W x 18”D x 43” H.  Slanted shelf size - 36”W x 6 3/4”D.  
Flat shelf size - 36”W x 17”D.. Distance between shelves 11 1/2”.   

Flat Shelf Book Truck 
BTM-F-606 
Mobile book truck has three steel flat shelves.  Durable all-steel welded 
construction, and epoxy coated with Putty Beige powder coat finish.  Six 5-inch 
diameter, non-marring, rubber ball bearing casters allow for easy maneuvering 
down aisles, as well as side-shifting into confined spaces.  Optional matching 
wood end panels can be stained to match the existing library furniture. Overall 
Dimensions- 37” W x 18”D x 43”H. Shelf size -36”W x 17 1/8”D.  Distance 
Between Shelves- 11-1/2”.   

Flat Shelf Book Truck - Wood 
BTW-F-606 
Mobile book truck has three 1” hardwood core flat shelves.   
End panels are 1” red oak hardwood core and banded on all four edges. 4 inch 
heavy duty ball bearing casters are attached through the bottom shelf with steel 
bolts, nuts and washers. Shelves are reinforced below with solid hardwood cleats. 
Overall Dimensions - 36” W x 18”D x 36”H.  

Sloped Shelf Book Truck - Wood 
BTW-S-606 
Mobile book truck has four 6” deep x 1” thick hardwood core sloped shelves and 1, 
1” thick bottom shelf.   
End panels are 1” red oak hardwood core and banded on all four edges. 4 inch 
heavy duty ball bearing casters are attached through the bottom shelf with steel 
bolts, nuts and washers. Shelves are reinforced below with solid hardwood cleats. 
Overall Dimensions - 36” W x 18”D x 36”H.  
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Circulation Desk  MACO MANUFACTURING, INC. 

CHARGING DESK (CDA UNITS): Designed for ease of assembly and to allow flexible arrangements. 
Units are installed using furniture grade black powder-coated threaded steel fasteners to permit 
additional units to be added in the future or layout to be rearranged if required. Continuous tops are 
available on Traditional Series Units. 
Desks have removable front panels, wire management portals in each end panel and a four inch 
deep wire raceway. Desks are engineered to allow installation without requiring additional boring or 
field modifications. All units have levelers in end panels to facilitate level installation on uneven flooring. 
Full height units are 36” wide x 30” deep x 39” high, Elementary height units are 33” high. Cabinets are 
7-ply red oak, Hardwood veneer core with A-A book matched veneers, ¾” thick with solid red oak 
edge banding on all four exposed edges. 
To achieve a premium appearance, case fronts are from selected Matching A-A rift cut veneers 
uniform in appearance of color and grain pattern. Units are assembled with 32 mm doweling system.   
Individual tops and patron ledges to be of 1” CARB compliamnt, 45 pound density particle board core, 
phenolic backer sheet and high pressure laminate, .050” thickness on top surfaces.  The front exterior 
design shall have a 6” wide recessed ¾” thick decorative panel with black laminate as standard with 
wood-grain tops or optional – owner’s choice of Wilson Art high pressure laminate on tops, decorative 
panels and toe kicks. 
Each hinged door is mounted on steel, nickel plated, inset, self-closing hinges. 
Cabinet doors and drawer fronts are 7-ply, red oak, Hardwood veneer core, A-A Book Matched, ¾” 
thick with solid red oak banding on all exposed edges.  
Drawer boxes are constructed of 1/2” hardwood. Drawer bottoms shall be 1/4” hardboard.  The bottom 
will be set into dadoes routed in sides, back and front.  Drawers operate on side mounted full 
extension, ball-bearing slides, 100 lb. capacity per slide. Drawers are to be assembled by dovetail 
joints. 
Door and Drawer pulls are brushed aluminum wire design.  
Adjustable shelves will be 1” 9-ply red oak banded on two edges and adjustable on 32 mm increments.   

Perspective- Charging Desk Design   End Section- Charging Desk 

TE-200 Tops  TE-250 Tops    TE-100 Tops 
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Circulation Desk  MACO MANUFACTURING, INC. 

Computer Desk 
With Patron Ledge 
CDA-021 

Units are 30” deep x 39” high with 29” high work surfaces. J-mold wire 
management below work surface. 
36” wide unit - 1 wire grommet in work surface. 
48” wide unit - 1 wire grommet in work surface. 
60” wide unit - 2 wire grommets in work surfaces 
72” wide unit - 2 wire grommets in work surface 

Computer Desk 
CDA-022 

Units are 30” deep x 39” high. J-mold wire management below tops. 
36” wide unit - 1 wire grommet in top. 
48” wide unit - 1 wire grommet in top. 
60” wide unit - 2 wire grommets in top. 
72” wide unit - 2 wire grommets in top. 

Computer Desk 
CDA-029 

Units are 30” deep x 29” high. J-mold wire management below tops. 
36” wide unit - 1 wire grommet in top. 
48” wide unit - 1 wire grommet in top. 
60” wide unit - 2 wire grommets in top. 
72” wide unit - 2 wire grommets in top. 

Open Storage 
CDA-015 

Unit is 36” wide x  30” deep x 39” high.  
2 full depth adjustable shelves, 1” thick. 
Fixed shelf at bottom. 

Hinged Door Storage 
CDA-016 

Unit is 36” wide x  30” deep x 39” high.  
2 full depth adjustable shelves, 1” thick. 
Fixed shelf at bottom. 
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Circulation Desk  MACO MANUFACTURING, INC. 

Single Drawer/ Door Storage 
CDA-018 

Unit is 36” wide x  30” deep x 39” high.  
2 full depth adjustable shelves, 1” thick. 
Fixed shelf at bottom. With locking doors mounted on concealed hinges. Full 
width locking drawer above door compartment. 

Double Drawer/ Door Storage 
CDA-028 

Unit is 36” wide x  30” deep x 39” high.  
2 full depth adjustable shelves, 1” thick. 
Fixed shelf at bottom. With locking doors mounted on concealed hinges. 2 locking 
drawers above door compartment. 

Book Return 
CDA-019 

Unit is 36” wide x  30” deep x 39” high.  
Depressible book truck to be housed in this unit. Book chute for access provided 
on front of unit. 

2 Pullout Shelf Storage With Door and Drawer 
CDA-052 

Unit is 36” wide x  30” deep x 39” high.  
2 full depth pullout shelves, 3/4” thick. 
Fixed shelf at bottom of door compartment. With locking door mounted on 
concealed hinges. 1 locking drawer above door compartment. 

Three Drawer Storage 
CDA-036 

Unit is 36” wide x  30” deep x 39” high.  
Unit has three full width locking drawers. 

Four Drawer Patron Desk 
CDA-048 
Unit is 36” wide x  30” deep x 39” high.  
Unit has four full width locking drawers and a patron ledge is provided over 
the worksurface . 
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Circulation Desk  MACO MANUFACTURING, INC. 

Five Drawer Storage 
CDA-058 
Unit is 36” wide x  30” deep x 39” high.  
Unit has five full width locking drawers. 

Open Corner 
CDA-007 

Unit is 30” wide x  30” deep x 39” high.  
2 full depth adjustable shelves, 1” thick.  
Fixed shelf at bottom. 

Open Corner Radiused 
CDA-R007 

Unit is 30” wide x  30” deep x 39” high.  
2 full depth adjustable shelves, 1” thick. 
Fixed shelf at bottom. 

Closed Corner Radiused 
CDA-R027 

Unit is 36” wide x  30” deep x 39” high.  

Closed Corner 
CDA-027 

Unit is 30” wide x  30” deep x 39” high.  
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Circulation Desk  MACO MANUFACTURING, INC.

Open Corner 45 Deg  
CDA-037 

Unit is 30” deep x 39” high.  
2 full depth adjustable shelves, 1” thick. 
Fixed shelf at bottom. 

Open Corner 45 Deg  
Radiused 
CDA-R037 

Unit is 30” deep x 39” high.  
2 full depth adjustable shelves, 1” thick. 
Fixed shelf at bottom. 

Closed Corner 45 Deg 
CDA-047 

Unit is 30” deep x 39” high.  

Closed Corner 45 Deg Radiused 
CDA-R047 

Unit is 30” deep x 39” high.  
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Circulation Desk  MACO MANUFACTURING, INC. 

ADA 
Access Unit 
CDA-039 

Units are 30” deep x 30” high  
Modesty panel shall be centered on depth of top to provide wheelchair knee clearance. 
Available sizes: 
42” wide   
48” wide 
60” wide 
72” wide 

Shelf Pedestal 
ACC-120 

18” wide x 27” high x 26 deep 
2 adjustable shelves are provided for storage or computer peripherals. 
Unit fits below computer desk work surfaces. 

Drawer Pedestal 
ACC-130 

18” wide x 27” high x 26 deep 
3 drawers are provided for storage . 
Unit fits below computer desk work surfaces. 

File Drawer Pedestal  
ACC-140 

18” wide x 27” high x 26 deep 
2 drawers are provided for storage and filing. 
Unit fits below computer desk work surfaces. 

Depressible Book Truck 
 BT-605 

22” deep x 23” high x 30 wide 
On soft rubber ball bearing swivel casters for easy mobility. 
Unit can be housed inside of the CDA-019 Circulation Desk. 
Shall have high pressure laminate depressible platform mounted on tension spring 
mechanism that allows weight of books to depress platform as they are returned. 
Unit is constructed of 7-ply 3/4” red oak veneer core and has solid oak banding on all 
edges. 
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Reading Tables MACO MANUFACTURING, INC. 

TABLES (IWT UNITS):  All tabletops are 1” thick consisting of CARB compliant, 45 pound 
density particle board core substrate, laminated with  .050” thick Wilsonart Plastic Laminate, 
bottom side laminated with phenolic backer sheet.  High Pressure Laminate is of maximum 
hardness being resistant to scratches, marring, fading, staining, etc..., and shall comply with 
performance standards set by NEMA.  Tops are edged with solid oak external edging.  Legs are 
2-¼” square, one piece (Non-Laminated) solid Northern Red Oak consistent in color and 
equipped with 1-½” diameter adjustable glides. A 4-½” x 4-½” x ¼” thick steel plate is attached 
to top of leg using two #12 x 2” screws. The plate is then mounted to the underside of the top 
using 5/16” x 1” machine bolts at each corner, into metal inserts in table top.  In addition, 
all legs are machined to receive a ¼” hanger bolt which passes through a metal corner bracket 
and fastens with a ¼” nut and lock washer.  All tables receive a ¾” x 2-5/8” solid Northern Red 
Oak table apron which is machined to receive a metal corner plate thereby “locking” the legs to 
the aprons and eliminating wobbling or racking. #6 x 1-¼” wood screws attach the apron to the 
table top at no less than ten (10) locations around the inside of the apron.  

TE-200 Tops      TE-250 Tops    TE-100 Tops 

Round Tables       

IWT-42R  42” Round 
IWT-48R  48” Round 
IWT-60R  60” Round  

Rectangular and Square Tables  

IWT-6030  60” l x 30w x 29h 
IWT-6036  60” l x 36w x 29h 
IWT-6042  60” l x 42w x 29h 
IWT-7230  72” l x 30w x 29h 
IWT-7236  72” l x 36w x 29h 
IWT-7242  72” l x 42w x 29h 
IWT-36S    36” l x 36w x 29h 
IWT-42S    42” l x 42w x 29h 
IWT-48S    48” l x 48w x 29h 
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Tables  MACO MANUFACTURING, INC. 

Café Table 
CWT-36R 

36w x 40h 
Built to the same specifications as Reading Tables 
with solid oak hardwood rails doweled into the 
legs to provide additional stability and foot rest. 

Multi-use Table 
IWT-MU 

21w x 18d x 26h 
Built to the same specifications as Reading Tables 

Sloped Top Reading Table 
STRT-7236 72w x 36d x 26h 

Built to the same specifications as Reading Tables. A book trough 
made of 3/4” 7-ply Hardwood veneer core is provided between the high 
pressure laminate tops. Tops have oak hardwood book stops running 
the length of the table. 

B-6013 
Bench 

Seat panels are ¾” 7-ply Hardwood veneer core with all four exposed edges banded with Red 
Oak banding.  Legs and aprons are 2 1/8” solid red oak. Legs and aprons are attached to steel 
corner brackets. Overall size is 13” wide x 60” deep x 16” high.  

Revolving Dictionary Stand (Shown above, on the Multi-use Table) 
RDS-609 

Bottom panels and tops are ¾” 7-ply Hardwood veneer core with all 
four exposed edges banded with Red Oak banding.  Top panel is 
attached to base with a  ball bearing swivel. Overall size is 24” wide x 
14” deep. 
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Chairs and Seating  MACO MANUFACTURING, INC. 

CHAIRS: Chairs and benches are constructed from select American red oak.  All lumber is 
thoroughly air seasoned before kiln drying to moisture content of 6% or less.  The lumber is then 
allowed to temper before milling.  All joints are connected with two hardwood spiral grooved 
dowels and glue.  All arms and front posts, back post, and sled runner are made from 1 ¼” 
lumber.  All cleats and stretchers are made from 1” lumber.  For additional strength, a concealed 
block, glue, and screws at each joint secure the rails.  A #12 x 3” steel machine screw is securely 
screwed through the center of each corner block and into the adjacent leg for further strength and 
durability.  The solid wood back is screwed to the chair frame through the back posts.  The solid 
wood seats are connected together with high-grade glue and are doubled saddled and rounded in 
front for maximum comfort and style.  The back consists of a solid oak panel, which is steam bent 
for maximum comfort and durability.  The seats and backs are easily removed.  A #12 x 2 ¾” 
steel screw covered by a wood flush plug goes through the back post into the rails.  The 
upholstered model seat consists of Ultra-flex webbing and a 1 ½” high-density polyurethane 
padding.  All upholstery materials pass the California Fire Retardant Code—Class I—Commercial 
Standard 191-53 Technical Bulletin #117.  Swivel models are equipped with heavy-duty iron 
mechanisms, which revolve and have height adjustments.  All swivel chairs are equipped with five 
blade wood capped metal frame bases and dual wheel casters.  All leg chairs are equipped with 
7/8” rubber cushioned metal glides.      

Bench 
LS-26 

Bench 
LS-25 

Chair - Teen Armless Sled base 
SLC-17 
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Chair - Armless Sled base 
SLC-19 

Chair– Teen Armless 
LC-16 

Chair -  Armless 
LC-18 

Chair -  Arched Back Sled 
SLA-17 

Chair - Adult Arched Back Sled 
SLA-19 
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Chair -  Arched Back Leg Base 
 LA-16 

Chair -  Adult Arched Back Leg Base 
 LA-18 

Chair - Teen Ladder Back 
 LB-16 

Chair - Adult Ladder Back 
 LB-16 

Chair - Teen Slat Back 
 SB-16 

Chair - Adult Slat Back 
 SB-18 
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Chair - Adult Solid Back 
 SBD-18 

Wood Swivel Stool 
LS-32 

Wood Swivel Stool 
LS-31 

Rectangular Lounge Table 
AWT-2030 
AWT-2048 
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Square Lounge Table 
AWT-2828 

Round Lounge Table 
AWT-36D 

1 Seat Arched Back Sled 
LSA-6321D 

2 Seat Arched Back Sled 
LSA-6322D 

3 Seat Arched Back Sled 
LSA-6323D 
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1 Seat Sled 
LS-6321D 

2 Seat Sled 
LS-6322D 

3 Seat Sled 
LS-6323D 
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DESIGNER SERIES LIBRARY SHELVING:  All Ends, Partitions and Shelves are 1” 9-ply, 
FSC certified, CARB compliant “A” grade select Hardwood veneer core and faces, select in 
color and pattern for a consistent over all look. No deep reds or dark browns will be accepted.  
All four exposed edges are banded with solid Red oak, and shaped to ease edges.  All 
shelves are 10-3/8” wide X  35-3/16” long X  1” thick. Adjustable shelves are not grooved or 
notched, allowing them to be fully interchangeable and reversible in case of damage or 
vandalism. Adjustable shelves are banded on the front and back edges with solid Red oak. 
Each section is be 36-¼” center-to-center, unless otherwise specified. Shelf supports are 
plastic polycarbonate twin pin clips that clip the shelf in place and prevent shelf from sliding or 
slipping. Tops are 1” thick CARB compliant, 45 pound density particle board, select in color 
and pattern for a consistent over all look.  No deep reds or dark browns will be accepted. A 
7/8” x 3/4” hardwood screw block is applied at each end. Solid oak screw block will be drilled 
for bolting the top to the upright by means of ¼”-20 x 3-¼” stove or washer head bolt, end 
panels are fitted with a threaded metal inserts to receive 5/16” x 1” machine bolt (metal to 
metal fastening).  The front fascia board is ¾” x 2” solid northern red oak. Tops and uprights 
are dadoed  to receive back panels and lock them in place.  Backs are ¼” thick red oak 
veneer plywood. 

Parts are milled for continual assembly in long runs of shelving.  The bottom shelves are laid in to 
cover base fasteners, etc..  All base parts shall are a minimum 1” hardwood veneer core.  No 
particleboard or softwood is used.  Bases are of dowel construction.  Bases for shelving have oak 
fascia boards 1” thick, secured with dowels to base block.  Back baseboards are 1” thick oak 
veneer, with a ¾” x ¼” deep dado, to secure the back.  Center base blocks are of 1” hardwood 
veneer core. End base blocks will be 1” hardwood veneer core machined for dowel construction. 
End and Partition panels are machined to bolt through base blocks and uprights with ¼”-20 x 3-1/2” 
stove or washer head bolts, producing a sandwich effect upon fastening.   

42” Single Face Shelving 

SF-1242-I 

SF-1242-A 

2 Adjustable and 1 base shelf 
Back included 

48” Single Face Shelving 

SF-1248-I 

SF-1248-A 

2 Adjustable and 1 base shelf 
Back included 
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60” Single Face Shelving 

SF-1260-I 

SF-1260-A 

3 Adjustable and 1 base shelf 
Back included 

72” Single Face Shelving 

SF-1272-I 

SF-1272-A 

4 Adjustable and 1 base shelf 
Back included 

84” Single Face Shelving 

SF-1284-I 

SF-1284-A 

5 Adjustable and 1 base shelf 
Back included 

Magazine Shelving 

FMS-904-42-I 
FMS-904-42-A 

FMS-904-48-I 
FMS-904-48-A 

FMS-904-60-I 
FMS-904-60-A 

FMS-904-72-I 
FMS-904-72-A 

FMS-904-84-I 
FMS-9.4-84-A Magazine units have a magazine shelf for each adjustable and bottom shelf. 
Magazine shelf is 1” thick Red oak. Shelves have solid 2” rails on front and back edges for 
magazines to rest against. 
Backs included 
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Newspaper Shelving 

NP-901-60-I 
NP-901-60-A 

NP-901-72-I 
NP-901-72-A 

NP-901-84-I 
NP-901-84-A 

Units have 5 grooved hardwood Newspaper sticks that rest in solid oak hanger brackets. An adjustable 
shelf is provided for storage above the Newspapers. 
Backs included 

42” Double Face Shelving 

DF-2442-I 

DF-2442-A 

4 Adjustable and 2 base shelves 
Back included 

48” Double Face Shelving 

DF-2448-I 

DF-2448-A 

4 Adjustable and 2 base shelves 
Back included 

60” Double Face Shelving 

DF-2460-I 

DF-2460-A 

6 Adjustable and 2 base shelves 
Back included 
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72” Double Face Shelving 

DF-2472-I 

DF-2472-A 

8 Adjustable and 2 base shelves 
Back included 

84” Double Face Shelving 

DF-2484-I 

DF-2484-A 

10 Adjustable and 2 base shelves 
Back included 

Book Display Shelf 

Use PB– prefix 
In front of product 
Number 

15 mm baltic plywood dividers with back support on standard 1” adjustable shelf. This shelf takes the 
place of standard shelves and bottoms in shelving units,  when specified. 

Multi-media Shelf 

Use MM– prefix 
In front of product 
number 
15 mm Baltic plywood dividers with back support on standard 1” adjustable shelf. This shelf takes the 
place of standard shelves and bottoms in shelving units, when specified. Adjustable dividers store and 
separate video tapes, CDs, cassettes, etc... 
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MOBILE UNITS (DFM-2442, DFM-2448):   
Ends and Bottoms are 1” 9-ply FSC certified, CARB compliant Hardwood veneer core,  red 
oak , plain sliced,  A-2 grade with all four exposed edges banded with Red Oak banding. Tops are 
CARB compliant 45 pound density particle board core. Tops and bottoms have no less than eight 
(8), ¼” dowels evenly spaced for joinery.  4” casters are fastened to bottom of cabinet with 5/16” 
carriage bolts, through the cabinet bottom for maximum strength. Weight capacity  of casters is 
300 lbs. each. Casters have ball bearing swivel, double roller bearings with split outer raceway to 
allow for easy mobility.  
Ends are drilled to receive heavy-duty shelf supports. ¼” drilled hole, 32 mm O.C. .  Backs are ¼”, 
plain sliced red oak, A-2 grade. Tops will be finished with matching laminate and have red oak, 
external edging. The bottom face of the top will be routed to receive ¼” back.  Ends receive 4” 
high skirt to conceal casters. 
Shelves are 1” thick,  plain sliced,  9-ply , red oak veneers , A-2 grade, with red oak edge banding 
and machined with eased edges. Units are drilled on 32 mm system, glue and dowel assembled.   

42” Double Face 
 Mobile Shelving 

DFM-2442 

4 Adjustable and 2 base shelves 
Back included 

48” Double Face 
 Mobile Shelving 

DFM-2448 

4 Adjustable and 2 base shelves 
Back included 
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LIBRARY SHELVING (TSF-TDF): 

Vertical Uprights: 1” thick kiln-dried solid oak panels made up of edge glued strips no narrower than 1 
1/2” or wider than 4” and defected to remove imperfections.  

Individual (Canopy) Tops: 1” Oak hardwood core plywood with 2” solid oak facia rails on front and back, 
applied by machine and glued (edge-bander). Assembly cleats will be attached with glue and screws. 

Continuous Tops: Solid substrate with laminate and 1 1/4” internal solid oak edgeband. Tops will 
attach to a 2” deep dovetailed solid oak top frame by countersunk wood screws on bottom face. 

Bases: Solid oak dovetailed construction, 3 1/2” high. 

Shelves: 3/4” thick kiln-dried solid oak panels made up of glued strips no narrower than 1 1/2” or wider 
than 4”. Bottom face will be routed to receive shelf support pins. 
Shelves are adjustable in 32mm increments.  Shelves are also available without routs to allow them to 
be reversible. 

Backs: 1/4” oak plywood, finished  on  one side for single face units and finished on two faces for 
double face units. Backs are enclosed in a dado on all four edges. 
Backs are provided on all shelving units. 

Construction: End panels are attached to tops and bases by hex head bolts that pass through solid oak 
cleats (on the tops) and thread into metal heli-coils, pre-drilled and threaded into the end panels. 
Intermediate uprights are attached by hex head bolts that pass through solid oak cleats on the tops and 
secured with nuts and washers. 

Units 60” high and smaller are available with continuous tops with laminate tops and 1 1/4” internal 
solid oak edge band or selected optional edge style. 
Units 72” and taller will have Individual (Canopy) tops (see specification above) 
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Uprights are 1” thick kiln dried solid oak 
with pin hole shelf support 

Tops are available as individual (canopy) or 
continuous.  Continuous tops are 1 1/4” 
thick, banded with 3/4” thick solid oak 
internal edge band.  Also available in TE-
200 and TE-250 external edges. 

Edge Options 

TE-200 Tops  TE-250 Tops 

42” Single Face Shelving 

TSF-1242-I 

TSF-1242-A 

2 Adjustable and 1 base shelf 
Back included 

48” Single Face Shelving 

TSF-1248-I 

TSF-1248-A 

2 Adjustable and 1 base shelf 
Back included 

Frames for bases and tops are 
manufactured with 3/4” thick solid oak 
and assembled with dovetail joints. 

Shelves are 3/4” thick solid oak and 
routed on the bottom  face to fit shelf 
pins.  Shelves are also available 
without routs to allow them to be 
reversible.  

Individual (Canopy) Tops  Continuous Tops  
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60” Single Face Shelving 

TSF-1260-I 

TSF-1260-A 

3 Adjustable and 1 base shelf 
Back included 

72” Single Face Shelving 

TSF-1272-I 

TSF-1272-A 

4 Adjustable and 1 base shelf 
Back included 

84” Single Face Shelving 

TSF-1284-I 

TSF-1284-A 

5 Adjustable and 1 base shelf 
Back included 

Magazine Shelving 

TFMS-904-42-I 
TFMS-904-42-A 

TFMS-904-48-I 
TFMS-904-48-A 

TFMS-904-60-I 
TFMS-904-60-A 

TFMS-904-72-I 
TFMS-904-72-A 

TFMS-904-84-I 
TFMS-9.4-84-A 

Magazine units have a magazine shelf for each adjustable and bottom shelf. Magazine shelf is 1” thick 
Red oak. Shelves have solid 2” rails on front and back edges for magazines to rest against. 
Backs included 
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Newspaper Shelving 

TNP-901-60-I 
TNP-901-60-A 

TNP-901-72-I 
TNP-901-72-A 

TNP-901-84-I 
TNP-901-84-A 

Units have 5 grooved hardwood Newspaper sticks that rest in solid oak hanger brackets. An adjustable 
shelf is provided for storage above the Newspapers. 
Backs included 

42” Double Face Shelving 

TDF-2442-I 

TDF-2442-A 

4 Adjustable and 2 base shelves 
Back included 

48” Double Face Shelving 

TDF-2448-I 

TDF-2448-A 

4 Adjustable and 2 base shelves 
Back included 

60” Double Face Shelving 

TDF-2460-I 

TDF-2460-A 

6 Adjustable and 2 base shelves 
Back included 
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72” Double Face Shelving 

TDF-2472-I 

TDF-2472-A 

8 Adjustable and 2 base shelves 
Back included 

84” Double Face Shelving 

TDF-2484-I 

TDF-2484-A 

10 Adjustable and 2 base shelves 
Back included 

Book Display Shelf 

Use TBD– prefix 
In front of product 
Number 

15 mm Baltic plywood dividers with back support on standard 1” adjustable shelf. This shelf takes the 
place of standard shelves and bottoms in shelving units,  when specified. 

Multi-media Shelf 

Use TMM– prefix 
In front of product 
number 
15 mm Baltic plywood dividers with back support on standard 1” adjustable shelf. This shelf takes the 
place of standard shelves and bottoms in shelving units, when specified. Adjustable dividers store and 
separate video tapes, CDs, cassettes, etc... 
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MOBILE UNITS (TDFM-2442, TDFM-2448:  

Vertical Uprights: 1” thick kiln-dried solid oak panels made up of edge glued strips no narrower than 1 
1/2” or wider than 4” and defected to remove imperfections.  Individual (Canopy) Tops: 1” Oak 
hardwood core plywood with 2” solid oak facia rails on front and back, applied by machine and glued 
(edge-bander). Assembly cleats will be attached with glue and screws.  Continuous Tops: Solid 
substrate with high pressure laminate and 1-1/4” internal solid oak edgeband. Tops will attach to a 2” 
deep dovetailed solid oak top frame by countersunk wood screws on bottom face.  Tops and bottoms 
have no less than eight (8),  ¼” dowels evenly spaced for joinery.  4” casters are fastened to bottom of 
cabinet with 5/16” carriage bolts, through the cabinet bottom for maximum strength. Weight capacity  of 
casters is 300 lbs. each. Casters have ball bearing swivel, double roller bearings with split outer 
raceway to allow for easy mobility.  Ends are drilled to receive  heavy duty shelf supports . ¼” drilled 
hole, 32 mm O.C. .  Backs are ¼” , plain sliced red oak , A-2 grade. Tops will be finished with matching  
laminate and have red oak, external edging. The bottom face of the top will be routed to receive ¼” 
back.  Ends receive 4” high skirt to conceal casters.  Shelves are 3/4” thick kiln-dried solid oak panels 
made up of glued strips no narrower than 1 1/2” or wider than 4”. Bottom face will be routed to receive 
shelf support pins.  Shelves are adjustable in 32mm increments.  Shelves are also available without 
routs to allow them to be reversible Units are drilled on 32 mm system, glue and dowel assembled.   

42” Double Face 
 Mobile Shelving 

TDFM-2442 

4 Adjustable and 2 base shelves 
Back included 

48” Double Face 
 Mobile Shelving 

TDFM-2448 

4 Adjustable and 2 base shelves 
Back included 
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Corner TV Cabinet 
TV-4261 

End panels are 1” 9-ply Hardwood veneer core with all four exposed edges 
banded with solid Red Oak .Unit has locking doors of ¾” Hardwood veneer 
core, an open section below the top is provided for a VCR or DVD player. 
The unit top is 1” CARB compliant, 45 pound density particle board with 
laminate. Wire grommets are provided in the top and VCR section for wire 
access into the main cabinet section. Each hinged door is mounted on 
steel, nickel plated, inset, self-closing institutional hinges. The opening of 
the lower section is 32” w. x 23 ¼” d. and is ideal for rack mounted 
equipment ( rack equipment is not included).  
Unit is 52” wide, 42” deep and 61” high. 

Storage and Wardrobe Cabinets 
GS (General Storage) and TW (Wardrobe Storage) 

End panels are 1” 9-ply Hardwood veneer core with all four exposed edges 
banded with solid Red Oak .Unit has locking doors of ¾” Hardwood veneer 
core. Tops, bottoms and adjustable shelves are 1” 9-ply hardwood veneer 
core. The back is ¾” Hardwood veneer core. 
General Storage units come with full width adjustable shelves. 
Each hinged door is mounted on steel, nickel plated, inset, self-closing 
hinges. Wardrobe units have an interior partition, one side of the partition 
has one fixed shelf, a coat hook and a mirror on the door. The other side of 
the partition has adjustable shelves.  
Units are 36” or 48” wide, 24” deep and available in 60”, 72”, and 84” 
heights. 

Bookcases 
BC (Wood) and MBC (Melamine) 

End panels (BC) are 1” 9-ply Hardwood veneer core with all four exposed 
edges banded with solid Red Oak . Tops, bottoms and adjustable shelves are 
1” 9-ply hardwood veneer core. The back is ¼” Hardwood veneer core. 

End panels (MBC) are 1” thermofused laminate with all four exposed edges 
banded with matching 3mm PVC. Tops, bottoms and adjustable shelves are 
1” thermofused laminate. The back is ¼” thermofused laminate. 

Units are 37 1/4” wide, 12” deep and available in 30", 36", 42", 48", 60”, 
72”, and 84” heights. 
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Study Carrel 
SC-3648 

End panels and 30” deep shelf are 1” 9-ply Hardwood veneer core with all 
exposed edges banded with solid Red Oak. The unit top is 9-ply, 1” with high-
pressure laminate. The back panel is ¾” 7-ply Hardwood veneer core with 
exposed edges banded with solid oak. 
Unit is 36” wide, 24” deep and 48” high. 

Recovery Lounge 
FAC-2752 

Legs are 2 1/8” solid red oak lumber. The cushion base  is 9-ply, 1” with 2” wide 
solid oak bands that are radiused ¾” on the top edges. The apron assembly is 
¾” thick by 2 5/8” wide solid oak lumber. Legs and aprons are attached to a 
steel corner iron and lag bolt. Cushions are black vinyl. The pillow attaches to 
the mattress using an industrial strength Velcro fastener. 
Unit is 52” wide, 27” deep and 20” high. 

Back Pack Storage Cubbies 
BPS-1854-I  3 Cubbie Tall Starter 
BPS-1854-A  3 Cubbie Tall Adder 

BPS-1872-I  4 Cubbie Tall Starter 
BPS-1872-A  4 Cubbie Tall Adder 

End panels and tops are 18” deep, 1” 9-ply Hardwood veneer core with all exposed edges banded with 
solid Red Oak. Intermediate uprights, shelves and bottoms are ¾” 7-ply Hardwood veneer core with 
exposed edges banded with solid oak. Backs are ¼” oak plywood and are enclosed in a dado on all 
edges. 
Units are modular and come in Initial and adder configurations. Modules assemble with metal to metal 
threaded inserts, posts and cam lock fittings. 
Cubbies openings are 18”w x 18”h x 18” d. 
(Photo shows,  1 – BPS-1854-I and 5 – BPS-1854-A modules.) 
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CHILDRENS’ TABLES: All tabletops are 1” thick consisting of CARB compliant, 45 pound 
density particle board core substrate, laminated with  .050” thick Wilsonart Plastic Laminate, 
bottom side is laminated with phenolic backer sheet.  High Pressure Laminate is of maximum 
hardness being resistant to scratches, marring, fading, staining, etc..., and shall comply with 
performance standards set by NEMA.  Tops are edged with solid oak external edging.  Legs are 
2-¼” square, one piece (Non-Laminated) solid Northern Red Oak consistent in color and 
equipped with 1-½” diameter adjustable glides. A 4-½” x 4-½” x ¼” thick steel plate is attached to 
top of leg using two #12 x 2” screws. The plate is then mounted to the underside of the top using 
5/16” x 1” machine bolts at each corner, into metal inserts in tabletop.  In addition, all legs are 
machined to receive a ¼” hanger bolt, which passes through a metal corner bracket and fastens 
with a ¼” nut and lock washer.  All tables receive a ¾” x 2-5/8” solid Northern Red Oak table 
apron which is machined to receive a metal corner plate thereby “locking” the legs to the aprons 
and eliminating wobbling or racking. #6 x 1-¼” wood screws attach the apron to the tabletop at 
no less than ten (10) locations around the inside of the apron.  

Round Tables—25 h 

CIWT-42R  42” Round 
CIWT-48R  48” Round 

Rectangular and Square Tables  

CIWT-6030  60” l x 30w x 25h 
CIWT-6036  60” l x 36w x 25h 
CIWT-7230  72” l x 30w x 25h 
CIWT-36S    36” l x 36w x 25h 
CIWT-42S    42” l x 42w x 25h 
CIWT-48S    48” l x 48w x 25h 

Reading Seat 
RS-2417 
40w x 24d x 18h 
End panels are 1” 9-ply Hardwood veneer core with all four exposed edges 
banded with Red Oak banding.  The reading seat is a double faced unit with 
six 12” wide x 14”  high x 11“ deep cubbies.  The seat is padded with 2” 
thick foam covered with specified upholstery. 

Display Browser 
BB-2430 
37w x 24d x 30h 
Browser is a double faced unit with six 11” x 11” cubbies on top and 
adjustable picture book dividers on lower level.  The picture book dividers 
will be constructed of 5/8” Baltic birch with an 8 mm wood dowel on front 
edge for alignment.  The back will have a solid wood back stop with dados 
for stability.  End panels are constructed of 1” 9-ply Hardwood veneer core 
with all four exposed edges banded with Red Oak banding. 
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Angled Benches 

AB-1248 

AB-1448 

AB-1648 

Designed for ease of storage and to permit flexible arrangements.  All units shall be 48” wide x 
14” deep. Benches are 1”,  9-ply,  red oak,  Hardwood veneer core,  A-2 book-matched with red 
oak edge banding on all four exposed edges .  Units are to be assembled with 32 mm doweling 
system.  Benches are angled so that 3 units can be situated to provide a 180 degree seating 
arrangement. Benches are stackable in order to provide optimum usage of floor space when not 
in use. 

Mobile Big  Book Storage 
MB-2027 

End panels and tops are ¾” 7-ply Hardwood veneer core with all four exposed 
edges banded with Red Oak banding.  The dividers will be ½” Hardwood 
veneer core, edge banded on front and back.  The top, bottom and sides are 
machined to receive the dividers either horizontally or vertically.  Overall size is 
26-1/2” wide x 20” deep x 27-1/2” high. 2” swivel casters provide mobility.   

Reading Swivel Stand (Shown in photo above) 
RS-1524 

Bottom panels and tops are ¾” 7-ply Hardwood veneer core with all four exposed edges banded 
with Red Oak banding.  Top panel is attached to base  with a  ball bearing swivel. Overall size is 
24” wide x 8” deep x 15” high.  

Project Table 
PT-48R 
48d x 30h 
End panels and shelves are 1” 9-ply Hardwood veneer core with all exposed 
edges banded with Red Oak banding. Includes twelve, 11” wide x 8” high x 
12“deep cubbies. Top is 1” CARB compliant, 45 pound density particle board 
with laminate with PVC edge banding. The unit is moveable on 2 casters and 2 
leg levelers. 
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Computer Desk 

MCT-110 
60” wide x 30” deep x 30” high (29” high work surface) 
Constructed of 1” thermo-fused laminate with all four exposed edges 
banded with 3 mm matching wood grain banding. Tops are 1” thick 
thermo-fused laminate.  Top is recessed 2 “ for wire management.  Two 
pull out keyboard trays are mounted on slides with a stop in the open 
position.  The back panel is 3/4” thermo-fused laminate, edge banded on 
all exposed edges. 
Includes “J” mold wire management on inside of back panel.  A  3/4” thick, 
center top support panel is provided, machined and edge banded.  Ships 
fully assembled. 

Student Computer Table 

MCT-109 
48” wide x 30” deep x 30” high (29” high work surface) 
Constructed of 1” thermo-fused laminate with all four exposed edges 
banded with 3 mm matching wood grain banding. Tops are 1” thick 
thermo-fused laminate.  Top is recessed 2 “ for wire management.  The 
back panel is 3/4” thermo-fused laminate, edge banded on all exposed 
edges. Ships fully assembled. 

Computer Carrel 

MDEL-3651 
36” wide x 28” deep x 51 1/2” high 
Constructed of 3/4” thermo-fused laminate with all four exposed edges 
banded with 3 mm matching wood grain banding. Tops are 3/4”  thick 
thermo-fused laminate.  Tops and back panels to have grommets provided 
for wire management.  The back panel is 3/4” thermo-fused laminate, edge 
banded on all exposed edges. Ships fully assembled. 

On-line Computer Stand 

MCT-119 
23” wide x 16” deep x 40” high 
End panels are constructed of 1” thermo-fused laminate with all four exposed 
edges banded with 3 mm matching wood grain banding. Shelves and back 
panels are 3/4” thermo-fused laminate. Monitor shelf, work surface and bottom 
shelf are recessed 2 “ for wire management.  The pull out keyboard shelf is 
mounted on slides, with a stop in the open position.  There is 23 1/2” between the 
bottom shelf and work surface for CPU storage. Ships fully assembled.  
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Dictionary Stand 

MDS-601 
24” wide x 16” deep x 44” high 
End panels and tops are constructed of 1” thermo-fused laminate with all four 
exposed edges banded with 3 mm matching wood grain banding. Shelves and 
back panels are 3/4” thermo-fused laminate. A solid oak book stop is provided on 
sloping top. Ships fully assembled. 

Atlas Stand 

MAS-602 
30” wide x 30” deep x 44” high 
End panels and tops are constructed of 1” thermo-fused laminate with all four 
exposed edges banded with 3 mm matching wood grain banding. Shelves and 
back panels are 3/4” thermo-fused laminate. Shelves pull out on 27” epoxy 
coated KV drawer slides. A solid oak book stop is provided on sloping top. Ships 
fully assembled. 

Face Out Shelf 

MFO-2042 
21 5/8” wide x 18” deep x 42” high 
End panels are constructed of 1” thermo-fused laminate with all four exposed 
edges banded with 3 mm matching wood grain banding. Panels and shelves 
are 3/4” thermo-fused laminate. 5 shelves provided per unit. Ships fully 
assembled.  

Display Shelf Unit-42” 

MDS-2042 
20” wide x 18” deep x 42” high 
End panels and shelves are constructed of 1” thermo-fused laminate with all  
exposed edges banded with 3 mm matching wood grain banding. Back panels 
are 3/4” thermo-fused laminate. Shelves to be adjustable on 32 mm centers. 3 
adjustable and 1 bottom shelf per unit. Ships fully assembled. 

Display Shelf Unit– 60” 

MDS-2060 
20” wide x 18” deep x 60” high 
End panels and shelves are constructed of 1” thermo-fused laminate with all  
exposed edges banded with 3 mm matching wood grain banding. Back panels 
are 3/4” thermo-fused laminate. Shelves to be adjustable on 32 mm centers. 4 
adjustable and 1 bottom shelf per unit. Ships fully assembled. 
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All Ends, Partitions and Shelves are 1” thermo-fused laminate.  All four exposed edges  of 
uprights are banded with 3 mm matching PVC.  All shelves are 10-3/8” wide X  35- 3/16” long X  
1” thick. Adjustable shelves are not  grooved or notched,  allowing them to be fully 
interchangeable and reversible in case of damage or vandalism. Adjustable shelves are banded 
on the front and back edges with 3 mm PVC. Each section is be 36-¼” center to center,  unless 
otherwise specified. Shelf pins are plastic, polycabonate twin pin clips to clips the shelf in place 
and prevent shelf from sliding or slipping.    Tops are  1” thick thermo-fused laminate. A 7/8” x 3/4” 
hardwood screw block is applied at each end.  Solid oak screw block will be drilled for the purpose 
of bolting the top to the upright by means of ¼”-20 x 3-¼” stove or washer head bolt, end panels 
are fitted with a threaded metal inserts to receive 5/16” x 1” machine bolt ( metal to metal 
fastening).   The front fascia board is 1” x 2” thermo-fused laminate. Tops and uprights are 
dadoed  to receive back panels and lock them in place.  Backs are ¼” thick matching thermo-
fused laminate. 

Parts are milled for continual assembly in long runs of  shelving.  The bottom shelves are laid in to 
cover base fasteners, etc..  All base parts are a minimum 1” thermo-fused laminate.  Bases are of 
dowel construction.  Bases for shelving have  fascia boards,  1” thick, secured with dowels to base 
block.  Back baseboards are 1” thick thermo-fused laminate, with a ¾” x ¼” deep dado,  to secure 
the back.  Center base blocks are of 1” thermo-fused laminate. End base blocks will be 1” thermo-
fused laminate,  machined for dowel construction.  End and Partition panels are machined to bolt 
through base blocks and uprights with ¼”-20 x 3-1/2” stove or washer head bolts, producing a 
sandwich effect upon fastening.   

42” Single Face Shelving 

MSF-1242-I 

MSF-1242-A 

2 Adjustable and 1 base shelf 
Back included 

48” Single Face Shelving 

MSF-1248-I 

MSF-1248-A 

2 Adjustable and 1 base shelf 
Back included 
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60” Single Face Shelving 

MSF-1260-I 

MSF-1260-A 

3 Adjustable and 1 base shelf 
Back included 

72” Single Face Shelving 

MSF-1272-I 

MSF-1272-A 

4 Adjustable and 1 base shelf 
Back included 

84” Single Face Shelving 

MSF-1284-I 

MSF-1284-A 

5 Adjustable and 1 base shelf 
Back included 

Magazine Shelving 

MFMS-904-42-I 
MFMS-904-42-A 

MFMS-904-48-I 
MFMS-904-48-A 

MFMS-904-60-I 
MFMS-904-60-A 

MFMS-904-72-I 
MFMS-904-72-A 

MFMS-904-84-I 
MFMS-9.4-84-A 

Magazine units have a magazine shelf for each adjustable and bottom shelf. Magazine shelf  is 1” 
thick thermo-fused laminate. Shelves have solid  2” rails on front and back edges for magazines to rest 
against. 
Backs included 
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Newspaper Shelving 

MNP-901-60-I 
MNP-901-60-A 

MNP-901-72-I 
MNP-901-72-A 

MNP-901-84-I 
MNP-901-84-A 

Units have 5 grooved hardwood Newspaper sticks that rest in solid oak hanger brackets. An adjustable 
shelf is provided for storage above the Newspapers. 
Backs included 

42” Double Face Shelving 

MDF-2442-I 

MDF-2442-A 

4 Adjustable and 2 base shelves 
Back includedMDF-2448-I 

48” Double Face Shelving 

MDF-2448-I 

MDF-2448-A 

4 Adjustable and 2 base shelves 
Back included 

60” Double Face Shelving 

MDF-2460-I 

MDF-2460-A 

6 Adjustable and 2 base shelves 
Back included 
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72” Double Face Shelving 

MDF-2472-I 

MDF-2472-A 

8 Adjustable and 2 base shelves 
Back included 

84” Double Face Shelving 

MDF-2484-I 

MDF-2484-A 

10 Adjustable and 2 base shelves 
Back included 

Book Display Shelf 

Use BD– prefix 
In front of product 
Number 

15 mm Baltic plywood dividers with back support on standard 1” adjustable 
shelf. This shelf takes the place of standard shelves and bottoms in shelving 
units, when specified. 

Multi-media Shelf 

Use MM– prefix 
In front of product 
Number 

15 mm Baltic plywood dividers with back support on standard 1” adjustable 
shelf. This shelf takes the place of standard shelves and bottoms in shelving 
units, when specified. Adjustable dividers store and separate video tapes, CDs, 
cassettes, etc... 




